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Lily wants a new bike. And a new raincoat. And ice cream. But how many of these things does she

need? As Lily and her dad drive around town, Lily soon discovers that wants and needs are different

things. She picks out which things people have to have. She might even remind her dad that he

doesn't need root beer!
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K-Gr 2-This series teaches money basics by putting diverse characters into familiar financial

situations. For example, in Ella, Ella wants to earn money to purchase a $20 soccer ball. Her mom

gives her $2 for allowance, of which she saves 75 cents, shares 25 cents, and puts $1 in her spend

jar. Ella then does extra chores, helps neighbors, sells an old game, and finally gets the last amount

from grandma after helping her clean the garage. The way the kids earn money, sell items, and

interact with parents and other adults is realistic and encouraging. Some of the financials are

simplified: there is never any tax to consider, and when selling candy for a camping trip, the cost of

the product is not discussed-the entire sale is treated as profit. The illustrations are bold and bright

and support the texts. The books all end with an appealing activity. Overall, this series would be

valuable at home and at school to prompt discussions about money management.Î±(c) Copyright



2013. Library Journal. LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution

permitted.

Lisa Bullard is the award-winning author of more than 60 books for children, including You Can

Write a Story: A Story-Writing Recipe for Kids. She teaches writing classes at the Loft Literary

Center and regularly visits schools to talk with students about story-writing. --This text refers to the

Library Binding edition.

I used this book (and the others in the series by the same author) to create a Money Smart kids

program in our Day Camp program (5-10yr olds). The books are good introductions to the topics

and help kids understand the ideas. We have used some of the activities in the books as the

projects we do with the kids. We started this last summer (2016) and repeated this again (2017) and

the kids were still interested in seeing the books again. Fun story. When we start camp we talk

about money in general (where you get it, what it looks like). When we asked each kid what you buy

with money most listed "food", "clothes", "water", and such. Then one kid said "toys!". Two kids

responded, "that's a Want not a Need!" Awesome!

This is an awesome book that I use to teach needs and wants. I love all of the Cloverleaf products

but this one in particular is just perfect! It goes into a story that proposes a problem for one of the

characters that needs a solution (one of the best way to teach in the earlier grades). It also goes ties

into spending and saving as well as goods and services.

Used this to instill differences between wants and needs with my granddaughter.

This is a great book to support a unit for a Kindergarten/Grade 1 Social Studies unit on 'Needs and

Wants'. The text level is a little more difficult than Needs and Wants by Gilla Olson or Wants Versus

Needs - A Place to live by Linda Staniford, but the pictures are very engaging and encourage

classroom discussion. I would suggest reading this book after reading the other two books

previously mentioned.

my daughter loves it

This is the BEST financial literacy book for kids! It covers the basics extremely well and gives hints



of questions to ask the child for his/her feedback. I bought an assortment of financial education

books for my grandchildren and this, by far, was the best of them all.

Great book for children to learn the difference! My 5-year-old niece lost interest... and I read with

inflection. It's hard to keep them interested in things that matter...

My 6 year old granddaughter adores this colorful and educational book. Its a favorite at bedtime.
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